
BUNNY BURROW CARD GUIDE



The Bunny Boss, Klaus, has created this special offering for
humans designed to guide us to connect with the divinity in
each of us through the lens of mighty house rabbits. 

With 100% love and Bunny Magic leading the way, Klaus
channeled the wisdom of his bunny ancestors and
comrades to share with us in the form of Bunny Burrow
Cards. 

H E L L O
F R I E N D S !



T H E  B U N N Y  B U R R O W
C A R D  D E C K
Each Bunny Burrow Card features a house rabbit sharing
an example of various suggested buntentions to weave
into your daily routine. 

While these are not tarot cards or oracle cards, we believe
the guidance of each card has the magic to bring a little
extra hoppiness to your well being. 

A Crescent Moon Labradorite Stone is included with each
deck. Labradorite is a feldspar mineral. It is known for
supporting imagination and calming the mind. 



There are many ways to welcome the wisdom of The
Sacred Rabbit Bunny Burrow Cards into your life. 

Sometimes a simple single card draw is all you need to
receive the messages from their Sacred Burrow. 

Shuffling and/or cutting the deck and selecting one card
can offer a focused suggested buntention for your day. 

S A C R E D  F L O W  O F  1



S A C R E D  F L O W  O F  3
Another option to consider is a three card spread with different
buntentions to consider. 

First Card: 
Represents what to focus on now. 
Suggested Prompt: How would it feel to welcome this into 
your life at this moment?

Second Card: 
Represents what has been focused on in the past. 
Suggested Prompt: How has this felt in your life in the past?

Third Card: 
Represents what could be focused on in the future. 
Suggested Prompt: What would this feel like in your life in the
future?



S A C R E D  F L O W  O F  5
Another option to consider is a five card spread with different energetic
buntentions to consider. 

First Card: 
Represents something that could serve your physical energetic body.  

Second Card: 
Represents something that could serve your intellectual energetic body.  

Third Card: 
Represents something that could serve your emotional energetic body. 

Fourth Card: 
Represents something that could serve your spiritual energetic body. 

Fifth Card: 
Represents something that could serve your collective energetic body.

Suggested Prompt: 
What does it feel like to imagine each of these buntentions in your life?



A B O U T  T H E  B U N S
Each deck includes 33 diverse house rabbits from all hops of life.
There are thousands of house rabbits in the world deserving of
love that have so much to give. This includes bunderful black
bunnies, ruby eyed white bunnies, bunnies that have impaired
vision, less than 4 legs, and other physical traumas likely due to
unfortunate circumstances sometimes including human neglect. 

The wisdom shared from each house rabbit proves that all beings
are sacred despite any physical differences. We are all made of
the same stars and just like any other animal, house rabbits are
worthy of our respect. 

All bunny illustrations were lovingly created by our favorite indie
artist, and fellow self proclaimed crazy bunny lady, 
Scribble Bunniie. 

https://www.instagram.com/scribblebunniie/


M A D E  W I T H  L O V E
Each Bunny Burrow Card Deck is made with ethically
sourced materials that are mindful to people, animals, and
the planet. A portion of each deck sold is donated to shelter
bunnies in need. 

Drawstring Pouch: recycled burlap
Cards: partially recycled paper
Stone: ethically sourced in the U.S.A.
Tag: recycled craft paper
Sticker: vegan with recycled paper
Tissue: recycled materials
Twine String: ecofriendly materials
Mailer: partially recycled materials



Thank you for your interest in The Sacred Rabbit Bunny
Burrow Cards. May the magic of each card bring great
aBUNdance into your life. 

I suggest taking a moment to pause for a brief bunitation
before enjoying your cards. Listen to the sacred song in your
heart for it has the power to enhance your encounter with
each card. There is no right or wrong way to dance with your
cards. 

Please remember that you are a divine being having a human
experience, just as bunnies are divine beings having a bunny
experience. 

A  M E S S A G E  F R O M
T H E  B U N N Y  B O S S



This passion project started as a way to offer insight into the
many magical ways that we can all benefit from thinking, moving,
breathing, stretching,, roaring, and loving like majestic mighty
house rabbits while also highlighting diversity in the bunny
community. We believe all differences bring beauty into the
world. All we have to do is open our hearts to the divine magic. 

From the bottom of our hearts, thank you for hopping down our
virtual rabbit hole to discover more about The Sacred Rabbit
Bunny Burrow Cards. 

Warm wishes and Bunny Kisses, 
Leilani and Klaus Angel 

M E R C I  B U N C O U P !

Please note that the cards are not a replacement for medical advice. We recommend consulting with your
physician before implementing any changes to your nutrition and/or physical activities. The cards are intended for
entertainment and joy.  


